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Highlights

Idea2PoC Calls
- 180 startups funded
- INR 4,218 Lakh given in Grants

Incentives
- 9 claims
- INR 8.48 Lakh disbursed

Grand Challenges
- 17 Ideas funded
- INR 124 Lakh given in Grants

NAIN
- 283 projects funded
- INR 483 Lakh given in Financial Support
- 19 colleges supported
We take immense pride in our startups becoming successful! Here are a few stories to give you a glimpse of where you could probably be as a startup one day! All the best!!

**Sirena Technologies**

**URL**: [https://sirenatech.com/](https://sirenatech.com/)

With a vision to bridge the gap between real-world technologies and education in schools, Sirena Tech has brought the use of robotics in the field of education. They have developed Nino A, a completely home grown 4 feet tall interactive bot with possible applications at the Bangalore Airport and the Metros. They have also introduced SKIP (Sirena Knowledge and Information Program) for schools which is crafted to enable students to learn cutting-edge trending technologies which include Humanoids, Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, etc.

**More coming up!**

- Workshop on Technology in Agriculture
- Incubation for women entrepreneurs
- Mentorship Session with 3M, India

**Partner Incubators**

- **GoK Nasscom 10000 Startups Warehouse** 194/350
- **GoK Incubator For Tech Start-ups (GIFTS)** 136/150
- **GoK Mobile 10X Start-up Hub** 73/94
- **Bangalore Bioinnovation Centre** 26/31
- **GoK Nasscom DeITY IoT CoE** 32/50

**News & Updates**

- Semi-conductor Venture Fund subscribed by 6 startups
- Blockchain Hackathon conclave conducted on 15th Feb 2018 saw 10 brilliant ideas get awarded for 5 different use-cases.
- Open House with Shri Priyank Kharge, Minister IT BT and Tourism interacted with KPMG India Leadership on accounting principles for startup